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Agenda:
- What: What is patching?
- Why: Why do we patch?
- How: How do we patch?

- Technical tools in the toolbelt
- Patching architecture
- Patching procedure



What is Patching?
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What is Patching?
Patching is the act of applying new code to RHEL.

Security

Focused on fixing or 
closing security issues

Bug Fix

One or more bug fixes 
and might contain 

enhancements

Enhancement

Contain one or more 
enhancements or new 

features
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What is Patching?
Mapping our categories to errata types

Security

Focused on fixing or 
closing security issues

Red Hat Security 
Advisory (RHSA)

Bug Fix

One or more bug fixes 
and might contain 

enhancements

Red Hat Bug Advisory 
(RHBA)

Enhancement

Contain one or more 
enhancements or new 

features

Red Hat Enhancement 
Advisory (RHEA)
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What is Patching?
We (Red Hat) refer to patches as “errata”.

The word errata comes from Latin and is the plural form of the word erratum. Historically, the word erratum 
referred to a correction of a published text, typically because of an error in the publishing process. Red Hat 
Errata refers to the correction or update of a software package based on a security issue, bug, or the availability 
of a new feature. The advisory (errata advisory) is the published text; the errata is the packaged release.

Note: Red Hat uses the terms errata, advisory, and even errata advisory interchangeably.



Why should you 
patch?
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Why Should We Patch?
To keep systems secure
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Why Should We Patch?
To keep RHEL operating reliably
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Why Should We Patch?
To keep RHEL operating reliably
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Why Should We Patch?
To add new features and functionality



How do we patch?



Technical Tools in the 
Toolbelt



Technical Tools in the 
Toolbelt: Red Hat 
Smart Management



Smart Management enables you to 
improve the reliability, availability, 

security and compliance of your RHEL 
systems, running on any platform, while 

reducing TCO and repetitive tasks



Smart Management for Red Hat Enterprise Linux
Combine the powerful infrastructure capabilities of Red Hat Satellite with the simplicity of cloud management

Patch Provision Report

Improve operational efficiency
Overcome scale, skill, and security gaps

Control

Identify & Remediate



What’s included with Smart Management?

As of April 2020, Smart Management includes:

Red Hat Satellite Cloud Connector

Additional functionality coming in future releases





Content Management

Content Repository any type of 
content made available to any host

Curation of content prior to 
distribution

Distribution of content as close as 
possible to the end point.



Patch Management

Report on hosts that need updates, 
fixes, or enhancements

Group homogeneous systems so that 
you can easily work with them

Respond quickly to patching 
requirements using scalable automation



Tracer



Post Patch Intelligence

Report on services or processes that 
require restart or system that require a 
reboot post patching. (Tracer!)



Tracer’s Use 
Cases



I just patched my system. . . Now what?

Questions for the audience

● Do you know the impact of your patch set?
● Do I need to reboot after patching?
● If I do not patch the kernel, do I need to restart anything?
● How can you tell if an application or service needs to be restarted?
● What drives the need for an application or service restart?
● Do you know where to look for indicators?



Tracer can help with the following

● Tracer helps you find outdated running applications in your system
● Tracer can identify processes and services that need restarting
● Tracer can provide the service restart command for you
● Tracer can be integrated into Satellite to provide feedback on the need for 

process/service restarts



Detailed View of Tracer Results from the 
Content Hosts Menu



Kpatch



Security is important

Scheduling reboots is difficult



Live Kernel Patching allows customers to patch select 
critical and important kernel security CVE’s, without 
rebooting or restarting applications



Kpatch Use Cases

● Good Use Cases
○ to reduce the required reboots for security-related patches
○ to introduce a security fix at a time that is not convenient for a reboot
○ to integrate into a security driven VAP (Vulnerability Assessment Process) 

process
● !Good Use Cases

○ to eliminate the need for patching in an environment
○ to add new OS features to a running environment
○ to patch userland software (applications, libraries, etc.)
○ to patch 3rd party software





EUS Releases:

8.1
8.2
8.4
8.6
8.8

https://access.redhat.com/support/policy/updates/errata#Extended_Update_Support


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RHKESTHFm0o

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RHKESTHFm0o


Technical Tools in the 
Toolbelt: Red Hat 
Insights



Included with Red Hat Enterprise Linux subscription, now with more value

New and expanded services provide 
additional security and operational 

efficiency.

Red Hat Insights



Red Hat Insights Services

Vulnerability
Assess Common Vulnerabilities and 
Exposures (CVEs) with advisories

Advisor
Availability, performance, stability, and 
security risk analysis

Compliance
Assess and monitor compliance, built on 
OpenSCAP

Subscription Watch
Track progress of your Red Hat subscription 
usage efficiently and confidently

Drift
Create baselines and compare 
system profiles

Policies
Define and monitor against your own 
policies to identify misalignment

Patch
Analyze for Red Hat product advisory 
applicability to stay up to date



Vulnerability



Vulnerability
Remediate all Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVEs)

Assess and monitor the risk of 
vulnerabilities that impact Red Hat 

products with operational ease

Remediate known Common 
Vulnerabilities and Exposures 

(CVEs)

Ability to generate JavaScript 
Object Notation and CSV 

view-based reports to keep 
relevant stakeholders informed

Quickly identify and remediate systems impacted by specific CVEs and create a plan for resolution



Get ahead of key security risks
Don’t wait for your security team to tap you on the shoulder

“ ...when a vulnerability is released, it’s likely to be 
exploited within 40-60 days. However, it  takes 
security teams between 100-120 days on 
average to remediate...”

— KENNA SECURITY GROUP

● Quick view of CVEs, CVSS score, impact, and 
systems exposed across all systems

● Add your own business risk and status
 

● Ability to create a remediation plan for all hosts 
impacted by a CVE, or for all CVEs for a 
specific host



Patch
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Patch
Patch systems to keep them up to date

Assess and monitor Red Hat 
product advisories (errata) across 

all deployment footprints

Prioritize most important advisories 
based on advisory type, severity, and 

system criticality.

Discover systems that have fallen 
behind your patching process

Patch will show you all available Red Hat advisories for every system registered to Insights



Technical Tools in the 
Toolbelt: Red Hat 
Ansible Automation 
Platform



Patching at scale requires automation, and when automation crosses teams, 
you need an automation platform

Lines Of Business

Network

Security Operations

Developers

Infrastructure

Red Hat Ansible Automation Platform



Red Hat Ansible Automation Platform

Lines of 
businessNetwork OperationsSecurity Infrastructure Developers

Ansible Tower: Operate & control at scale

Ansible Engine: Universal language of automation

Fueled by an open source community

Engage

Scale

Create

Ansible SaaS: Engage users with an automation focused experience



Why Ansible?

Simple Powerful Agentless

App deployment

Configuration management

Workflow orchestration

Network automation

Orchestrate the app lifecycle

Human readable automation

No special coding skills needed

Tasks executed in order

Usable by every team

Get productive quickly

Agentless architecture

Uses OpenSSH & WinRM

No agents to exploit or update

Get started immediately

More efficient & more secure



An Example 
Enterprise Patching 
Architecture



An Example Patching Architecture

db2app2

app1 db1

Ansible as our orchestrator, Satellite as our content controller, 
and Insights as our reporting and remediation engine



An Example 
Enterprise Patching 
Procedure



An Example Patching Procedure
Patching is a repeatable cycle

Perform orchestrated 
patching

Promote content to 
environment

Verify application 
statusValidate with Insights

1 2

4 3



An Example Patching Procedure
How do we patch mission critical applications with minimal 

impact to the business?

SAP Application Stack

database-layer app-server-layer cluster-layer

active-standby rolling active-standby

Customers

Security

Operations

Infrastructure



An Example Patching Procedure
Convergence and divergence orchestrated by Ansible

Patch standby Validate standby

Failover

Patch primary Validate primary

Failback

Rolling patching Rolling patching Rolling patching Rolling patching



An Example Patching Procedure



Demo



CONFIDENTIAL Designator

linkedin.com/company/red-hat

youtube.com/user/RedHatVideos

facebook.com/redhatinc

twitter.com/RedHat

Thank you!
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